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Company: Media.Monks

Location: Buenos Aires

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Position Overview

We are seeking a skilled Cloud Security Engineer to secure our cloud-based applications

and infrastructure across GCP, Azure, and AWS platforms. The ideal candidate will have

extensive experience in cloud security and be familiar with cloud technologies, and have the

ability to design, implement, and manage secure cloud environments. This position will

assist with other security initiatives as needed. This position may require occasional

availability outside of regular business hours to respond to security incidents or updates

since it will be a part of the global team

Responsibilities

- Design, develop, and manage secure cloud environments across GCP, Azure, and AWS

platforms.

- Implement cloud security controls and configure security services to ensure the

confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the business data.

- Conduct automated and continuous security assessments to ensure compliance with internal

security standards and regulatory requirements.

- Collaborate with development teams to ensure secure coding best practices are followed in

the development of cloud applications.

- Identify, analyze, and respond to security incidents with analyst’s from the security

operations center and develop strategies to prevent future occurrences.

- Provide technical guidance and leadership on cloud security matters and train team

members on the latest cloud security trends and technologies.
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- Evaluate and recommend new cloud security technologies, tools, services, and processes.

- Coordinate with other departments to align security controls and policies.

- Own vulnerability management in our cloud environments, work with owners to remediate and

respond to vulnerabilities. 

- Assist or lead various projects in the Security Architecture & Engineering team. 

Minimum Qualifications

- Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science/Engineering/Information Security or related field and

3+ years of experience in cloud security with a focus on GCP, Azure, or AWS platforms,

OR 5+ years of experience in cloud security with a focus on GCP, Azure, or AWS

platforms.

- Strong understanding of cloud architecture and security fundamentals.

- Hands-on experience with cloud security technologies, security operations, and risk

management.

- Experience with cloud access security brokers (CASBs), cloud security posture

management (CSPM) tools, and cloud workload protection platforms (CWPP).

Qualities

- Excellent communication skills, with the ability to clearly explain complex security issues to

non-technical stakeholders.

- Strong problem-solving skills, with the ability to anticipate and identify cybersecurity risks and

vulnerabilities.

- Self-motivated and able to work independently, but also comfortable working in a team-

oriented, collaborative environment.

- Constantly updating knowledge of the latest security trends, threats, and technologies.

Preferred Qualifications

- Relevant security certifications such as Certified Cloud Security Professional (CCSP),

AWS Certified Security Specialist, Google Professional Cloud Security Engineer, or Azure

Security Engineer.

- Experience with a scripting language like Python, Perl, or PowerShell.

- Knowledge of compliance requirements such as GDPR, ISO 27001, NIST CSF.

- Through understanding of cloud APIs and developer best practices.

- Has built cloud security programs for large enterprises. 

About Media.Monks:

Media.Monks is the purely digital operating brand of S4Capital plc that connects 8,600+



digital natives across one global team. We are united by a mission to shift industries

forward and pave the path towards ambitious outcomes so our clients and our people can

realize their full potential for growth. Our unified model combines solutions in media, data, social,

platforms, studio, experience, brand and technology services to help our clients continuously

reinvent themselves throughout increasingly rapid cycles of disruption. Our efforts to shape

culture, build innovative technologies and unlock the future of growth have earned recognition

from numerous esteemed panels: we maintain a constant presence on Adweek’s Fastest

Growing lists (2019-22), regular recognition at Cannes Lions, inclusion in AdExchanger’s

Programmatic Power Players (2020-23), the title of Webby Production Company of the Year

(2021-23), a record number of FWAs, and have earned a spot on Newsweek’s Top 100

Global Most Loved Workplaces 2023. Together, these achievements solidify our experience in

digital innovation, excellence in craft, and commitment to personal growth.

While we continue to grow our teams, please be mindful of fraudulent job postings and

recruiting activities that may use our company name and information. Please be mindful to

protect your personal information, especially your national identification number, and bank

account information during a recruiting process. While Media.Monks may reach out to

potential candidates via LinkedIn, we will always ask applicants to apply through our

website () and will never ask for payment or bank account information during the recruitment

process.

Disclaimer: 

Responsible for resourcing and implementing security controls for your teams

processes and systems

Responsible that all your personnel apply information security in accordance with the

established information security policy

Apply Now
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